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Shwachman–Bodian–Diamond syndrome is an autosomal recessive genetic
syndrome with pleiotropic phenotypes, including pancreatic deficiencies,
bone marrow dysfunctions with increased risk of myelodysplasia or
leukemia, and skeletal abnormalities. This syndrome has been associated
with mutations in the SBDS gene, which encodes a conserved protein
showing orthologs in Archaea and eukaryotes. The Shwachman–Bodian–
Diamond syndrome pleiotropic phenotypes may be an indication of
different cell type requirements for a fully functional SBDS protein. RNA-
binding activity has been predicted for archaeal and yeast SBDS orthologs,
with the latter also being implicated in ribosome biogenesis. However, full-
length SBDS orthologs function in a species-specific manner, indicating that
the knowledge obtained from model systems may be of limited use in
understanding major unresolved issues regarding SBDS function, namely,
the effect of mutations in human SBDS on its biochemical function and the
specificity of RNA interaction. We determined the solution structure and
backbone dynamics of the human SBDS protein and describe its RNA
binding site using NMR spectroscopy. Similarly to the crystal structures of
Archaea, the overall structure of human SBDS comprises three well-folded
domains. However, significant conformational exchange was observed in
NMR dynamics experiments for the flexible linker between the N-terminal
domain and the central domain, and these experiments also reflect the
relative motions of the domains. RNA titrations monitored by heteronuclear
correlation experiments and chemical shift mapping analysis identified a
classic RNA binding site at the N-terminal FYSH (fungal, Yhr087wp,
Shwachman) domain that concentrates most of the mutations described for
the human SBDS.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Currently, five human genetic syndromes, which
include Diamond–Blackfan anemia, cartilage–hair
hypoplasia, Treacher Collins syndrome, dyskerato-
sis congenita, and Shwachman–Bodian–Diamond
syndrome (SDS), are associatedwith loss-of-function
mutations in genes encoding proteins involved in
ribosome biogenesis.1 Mutations in SBDS gene were
reported for 90% of patients with SDS (OMIM
260400). Most SDS-associated mutations are located
at the N-terminal domain and seem to result from
recombination between the SBDS gene and a
pseudogene (SBDSP) sharing a 97% identity.2 SDS
is an autosomal recessive disorder characterized by
hematological dysfunction, pancreatic exocrine in-
sufficiency, and skeletal abnormalities, usually man-
ifesting clinically in infancy or early childhood.3–5

SDS is also associated with a high propensity
for malignant myeloid transformation into myelo-
dysplasia and leukemia.6 Consistent with an essen-
tial function, targeted disruption of the SBDS gene
leads to early embryonic lethality in mice,7 and no
homozygote for null mutation has been identified,
suggesting that complete absence of the SBDS
protein is lethal.
In addition to the human genetic syndrome, the

importance of the SBDS gene for cell function is
supported also by high sequence conservation
(Fig. 1) and wide distribution among species,
including Archaea and all eukaryotes. From a
group of 159 genomes, 155 contain a single copy of
the SBDS gene per haploid genome.8 Regarding
primary structure conservation, orthologs of SBDS
can be separated into twomajor groups according to
the extent of the C-terminus. The first group, which
possesses SBDS proteins of approximately 250
amino acid residues displaying a three-domain
architecture, includes Archaea, animals, and
fungi.8 The second group, which contains SBDS
orthologs showing extended C-terminal regions
ranging from 100 to 280 additional residues,
includes plants and protists.8 The C-terminal exten-
sion seems to play a role in RNA interaction, since
several plant SBDS orthologs contain putative RNA-
binding U1-type zinc fingers in the extended
C-terminal region8 and the C-terminal extension of
the Trypanosoma cruzi SBDS ortholog behaves as a
natively unfolded protein segment that mediates
interaction with RNA.9

The implication of SBDS in ribosome biogenesis
has started with genome analyses that identified
archaeal SBDS orthologs within highly conserved
operons that contain RNA-processing genes,10 and
transcriptional profiling has described the clustering
of the yeast ortholog SDO1 with ribosomal RNA
(rRNA) processing factors.11,12 Recent interaction
studies using affinity capture, followed by mass
spectrometry analysis and yeast two-hybrid assays,
revealed an association of both yeast and human
SBDS with ribosome structural components and
ribosome biogenesis factors.13–15 In yeast, Sdo1p
is required for the accurate synthesis and nuclear
export of 60S ribosome subunits.16 Sdo1p was also
implicated in the release and recycling of the
nucleolar shuttling factor Tif6p from pre-60S
ribosomes.16 This is a key step in the translational
activation of 60S ribosomes that involves also
elongation-factor-like 1 to facilitate the release of
Tif6p from late cytoplasmic pre-60S subunits.16 As
for the human SBDS, further evidence of its
involvement with ribosome biosynthesis includes
its nucleolar localization17 and the global decrease in
rRNA synthesis reported for cells derived from SDS
patients and for human skin fibroblast knockdown
for SBDS.18 However, the phenotype resulting from
SBDS downregulation may vary depending on the
cell line. For example, downregulation of SBDS in
HEK293 cells did not seem to significantly affect
rRNA synthesis, although these cells showed an
altered expression of several critical genes both at
the transcriptional level and at the translational
level.19

Structural information has also been used to infer
SBDS molecular function. The structures of the
Archaeoglobus fulgidus SBDS ortholog (AfSBDS)
[Protein Data Bank (PDB) code 1T9520] and, more
recently, of the Methanothermobacter thermautotrophi-
cus SBDS ortholog (mthSBDS; PDB code 2WBM21)
were determined by X-ray crystallography, reveal-
ing a three-domain architecture in which the N-
terminal domain [termed FYSH (fungal, Yhr087wp,
Shwachman)] displays a novel mixed α/β-fold and
harbors the largest number of mutations related to
the syndrome. The two archaeal proteins are very
similar in sequence and structure, with 50% se-
quence identity and low RMSD between equivalent
domains. The crystals of mthSBDS21 had two
molecules in the asymmetric unit and show an
intrinsic interdomain flexibility. In addition, the
SBDS N-terminal FYSH domain was shown to be
interchangeable between several eukaryotic
species.20,22 Interestingly, the N-terminal domain
shows structural identity to the yeast protein
encoded by the gene YHR087W, which is implicated
in RNA metabolism but whose exact function has
not yet been determined. The central domain
consists of a three-helix bundle, and the C-terminal
domain with a ferredoxin-like fold sharing structur-
al homology with known RNA binding domains
was proposed to mediate RNA interaction.20,22

Indeed, the archaeal Pyrococcus abyssi SBDS ortholog
(PaSBDS) and yeast Sdo1p were shown to interact
directly with RNA in electrophoresis mobility shift
assays (Luz et al.14; J. S. Luz and C.C.O., personal
communication). It is important to point out that
Sdo1p does not discriminate between the different
RNA sequences from the yeast pre-rRNAs and
rRNAs tested in vitro. However, both Sdo1p and
PaSBDS show preference for interaction with polyA
RNA relative to the homopolymers polyC, polyU,
and polyG (Luz et al.14; J. S. Luz and C.C.O.,
personal communication). Nevertheless, these
results do not answer the question on whether
SBDS orthologs bind specific cognate RNAs in vivo.
A study based on yeast complementation assays,



Fig. 1. Sequence alignment of SBDS orthologs and Yhr087wp protein. The sequences of the SBDS orthologs are derived
from the following: human (H. sapiens), plant (Ara. thaliana), trypanosomatid (T. cruzi), yeast (S. cerevisiae), and Archaea
(A. fulgidus andM. thermautotrophicus). Yhr087wp is derived from S. cerevisiae. Conserved residues are highlighted in blue.
The alignment was generated by ClustalW. Secondary structure elements for human SBDS, AfSBDS, and Yhr087wp are
shown in gray, red, and yellow, respectively. The numbering corresponds to the amino acid sequence for human SBDS.
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using domain deletion and interspecies chimeric
proteins, has proposed independent functions for
the three domains of SBDS, although the full-length
SBDS orthologs function in a species-specific
manner.8 These analyses have shown that the SBDS
N-terminal FYSH domain can be interchanged
between several eukaryotic species and that the
C-terminus is dispensable for the complementation
of a yeast deletion strain.8 The fact that the
C-terminus is dispensable raises doubts as towhether
RNA interaction is actuallymediated by this domain.
Despite all of the studies described above, the

molecular function of the SBDS protein remains
elusive. Additional open questions regard the
understanding of the RNA interaction mechanism,
determining whether SBDS recognizes a specific
RNA sequence in vivo and how mutations in the
SBDS protein affect its function, leading to SDS.With
this inmind,we sought to investigate themechanism
of human SBDS interaction with RNA and to
correlate RNA-interacting residues with the muta-
tions described in the SBDS gene of SDS patients.20,22

We have used solution NMR techniques, which are
highly suitable for this purpose. Initially, we
determined the structure of the human SBDS protein,
which was shown to be highly similar to the
structures of A. fulgidus and M. thermautotrophicus,
with three well-folded domains, although it is
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important to point out that the N-terminal and
central domains are connected by a flexible linker.
The dynamic behavior of the protein backbone was
investigated by relaxation measurements, and mul-
tidimensional heteronuclear NMR spectroscopy was
used to study the interaction of SBDS with RNA
oligonucleotides. Contrary to the prediction that
RNA interaction might be mediated by the C-
terminal domain,20,22 the analyses performed in
this work show that RNA interaction takes place
via the N-terminal FYSH domain. The results
presented here allowed us to identify the amino
acid residues involved in RNA binding, providing
the first three-dimensional insight into the mecha-
nism of SBDS–RNA interaction.
Results

Overall structure of the human SBDS protein

We obtained an overall assignment of 85% of
hydrogens and heavy atoms. The NMR structure of
SBDS was determined using the program CYANA 2.1,
and the 40 lowest-energy structures were further
refined using CNS. An ensemble of the 20 lowest-
energy conformers with the most favorable geomet-
rical parameters was selected for analysis, and the
structure calculation summary is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Experimental restraints and structural statistics
for human SBDS

Distance restraints
All 2673
Intraresidue 617
Sequential 921
Medium range (I+1b ib I+4) 556
Long range (iN I+5) 522
Hydrogen bonds 57

Residual target function (Å2) 8.49±1.12
Residual constraints violations

Distance violation N0.2 Å 0
Angle violation N5 Å 0
Van der Waals violation N0.5 Å 0

Average pairwise
RMSD N-terminal domain (residues 9–95)
Backbone atoms (Å) 1.20±0.21
All heavy atoms (Å) 2.19±0.33

RMSD central domain (residues 107–145 and 151–167)a

Backbone atoms (Å) 1.91±1.06
All heavy atoms (Å) 3.09±1.21

RMSD C-terminal domain (residues 173–236)
Backbone atoms (Å) 0.86±0.08
All heavy atoms (Å) 1.65±0.12

RMSD for secondary structure residuesb

Backbone atoms (Å) 0.45±0.27
All heavy atoms (Å) 1.43±0.52

Ramachandran plot
Most favored region (%) 75.4
Additionally allowed region (%) 23.6
Generously allowed region (%) 1.0
Disallowed region (%) 0
a Regions with conformational exchange are excluded.
b Secondary structure residues: 18–22, 25–29, 36–41, 47–50,

56–60, 63–66, 68–75, 80–90, 107–118, 130–140, 154–164, 174–179,
180–193, 200–202, 205–209, 217–229, and 233–236.
The SBDS NMR structure contains three indepen-
dent domains: the N-terminal domain (residues
1–95) consists of four α-helices and four β-strands
in the sequential arrangement β1–β2–α1–α2–β3–
β4–α3–α4, a strand helix hairpin (SHHP) domain;23

a flexible linker (residues 96–106) connects the
N-terminal domain to the central domain (residues
107–167), which forms a three-helical bundle
(α5–α6–α7); and a short flexible linker (residues
168–172) connects the central domain to the C-
terminal domain (residues 173–250), comprising a
four-stranded anti-parallel β-sheet with two α-
helices packing against the sheet's concave surface
(β5–α8–β6–β7–α9–β8), in an RNA recognition motif
(RRM) fold. The structure ensemble is depicted in
Fig. 2a, where the structured domains of the 20
lowest-energy structures are independently super-
posed. A ribbon model of a representative structure
with the flexible loop (yellow) is shown in Fig. 2c. A
few interdomain nuclear Overhauser enhancements
(NOEs) could be assigned, mostly between the
central domain and the C-terminal domain, consis-
tent with the higher flexibility seen for the N-
terminal domain relative to the remaining parts of
the protein. A few medium-sized NOE signals were
identified between residues at the N-terminal
domain and residues at the central domain, as
shown in detail in Fig. 2d. The most striking signals
are those between the side chain of Lys151 (in the
central domain) and the Cα hydrogens of Ser41 and
Gly42 in the N-terminal domain. This indicates that
the relative motions between the domains are not
completely random but somewhat constrained, as
shown in Fig. 2b, where seven low-energy structures
are superposed via the central domain, suggesting
that the domains do not partition their time
uniformly among all regions of conformational
space. NOEs can be observed between flexible
regions, provided they spend a significant amount
of time close to each other in space. The homologous
residues in M. thermautotrophicus and A. fulgidus are
in the same orientation in the crystal structures.
A subset of residues could not be assignedwith the

triple-resonance strategy devised by Sattler et al., and
some lie on an 11-residue fragment (Ser96-Gln106)
within the loop connecting domains 1 and 2 (Fig. 2c,
highlighted in yellow).24 Missing peaks in 15N
heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC)
experiments are characteristic of regions in the
polypeptide chain undergoing conformational ex-
change on an intermediate NMR timescale,25 and a
search for the alternative origins of extreme line
broadening for this region excluded other explana-
tions. Published NMR studies support the confor-
mation exchange hypothesis,26 as well as the
relaxation parameters measured for the protein,
also in agreement with published results.27 The
plot of the transverse relaxation rate R2 versus the
residue number, as shown below, presents elevated
values for residues next to the loop region, suggest-
ing that those sites experience chemical exchange on
microsecond-to-millisecond timescales.27 The corres-
ponding residues in the yeast protein Yrh087w, also



Fig. 2. Structure of human SBDS protein. (a) The 20 lowest-energy structures with folded domains independently
superposed and the flexible loop left out for clarity of presentation. (b) Superposition of seven representative low-energy
structures by the central domain illustrating the broad range of interdomain motions. A few NOE signals confirm the
lower spread of movements between the central domain and the C-terminal domain, and dynamics data indicate
apparent correlation times consistent with an almost independent and well-folded N-terminal portion. (c) Ribbon
representation of the structure (third lowest-energy conformer, chosen for ease of visualization and comparison with
X-ray structures), with the unassigned loop connecting the N-terminal and central domains shown in yellow. N-terminal
domain, blue; central domain, red; C-terminal domain, green. (d) Zoom of the region between the N-terminal domain and
the central domain showing residues that give rise to medium-intensity NOE signals.
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studied by NMR22 (PDB code 1NYN), were not
assigned. This C-terminal region of Yrh087w shows
very little similarity with the corresponding linker in
Homo sapiens SBDS ortholog (HsSBDS).

Comparison of human SBDS to AfSBDS,
mthSBDS, and Yhr087w structures

The first member of the SBDS protein family
whose structure has been determined is the archaeal
SBDS ortholog from A. fulgidus. Analysis of the
sequence conservation for SBDS protein family
orthologs (Fig. 1) reveals a high evolutionary
conservation between human and A. fulgidus SBDS
proteins (24% identity and 48% similarity).20 In
agreement with these highly conserved sequences,
the structural comparison reveals that the overall
folds are very similar, as can be seen for the
separated domains in Fig. 3a–c. The major difference
between human SBDS (in green) and AfSBDS (blue)
is the connecting loop between the N-terminal
domain and the central domain. While the geometry
of this loop is largely undefined in the solution
structure of human SBDS, the geometry described in
the X-ray crystal structure of AfSBDS might repre-
sent a conformer favored by crystal packing. The
superposition of the Cα atoms for the individual
N-terminal, central, and C-terminal domains of the
human SBDS solution structure and the AfSBDS
crystal structure resulted, respectively, in RMSDs of
1.6, 1.7, and 2.1 Å. A total of 70, 52, and 61 Cα were
superposed for each domain using the software
SuperPose.28 The topologies of the domains are
highly similar, with small differences in the lengths
of some of the secondary structure elements. For the
N-terminal domain of the lowest-energy structure,
β-strands β1 and β2 and helix α1 are slightly shorter,
and strands β3 and β4 are longer for human SBDS,
with a small helical segment between them. A
comparison between HsSBDS and mthSBDS yields
similar results, with RMSDs for the independently
superposed domains being similar to those calculat-
ed for AfSBDS (1.7, 1.6, and 2.4 Å for the N-terminal,
central, and C-terminal domains, respectively), and



Fig. 3. Structural comparison of the domains of human SBDS with orthologs from Archaea and with yeast Yhr087w.
(a–c) Structure superposition of the N-terminal domain (a), central domain (b), and C-terminal domain (c) of human SBDS
(PDB code 2KDO) (green) with the respective domains of A. fulgidus SBDS (PDB code 1T95; blue) and M.
thermautotrophicus (PDB code 2WBM; yellow). (d) Structure superposition of the N-terminal domain of human SBDS
(green) with the yeast single-domain Yhr087w (PDB code 1NYN; orange). Figures were generated using PyMOL.
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can be seen in Fig. 3a–c, where the mthSBDS
domains are depicted in yellow. The superposition
was performed with the software SuperPose,28

considering 72, 53, and 56 Cα for each domain.
Shammas et al. described the NMR structure of
the Saccharomyces cerevisiae single-domain protein
Yhr087w, which shows structural similarity to the
N-terminus of AfSBDS.20 Alignment of 67 Cα of
Yhr087wp and the N-terminal domain of human
SBDS (Fig. 3d) results in an RMSDof 2.0 Å. Themajor
difference between these structures is a longer loop
between strandsβ3 and β4 in the Yhr087w structure.

Backbone dynamics and spectral density
function analysis

The backbone dynamics of SBDS, described by the
relaxation rates depicted in Fig. 4, indicates that the
three domains of human SBDS have different
behaviors, but all have well-folded characteristics
(with NOE values around 0.7) for measurements
performed at 600 MHz. The most striking feature of
the plots of relaxation rates is the difference in
dynamic properties between the N-terminal domain
and the remaining domains. While the central and
C-terminal domains behave like one entity, relaxa-
tion times are significantly different from the N-
terminal domain. The missing resonances for the
residues in the loop connecting these domains reflect
these interdomain movements, and the superposi-
tion of the structures in Fig. 2b shows that even
though the domains are rigid, there are significant
interdomain movements in solution.
Reduced spectral density mapping analysis29

evaluates the spectral density function J at three
different frequencies for each magnetic field: J(0),
increased by slow motions on the millisecond-to-
microsecond timescale and decreased by fast inter-
nal motions on the picosecond-to-nanosecond time-
scale; J(ωN), at the 15N frequency, correlated with
fast movements; and J(0.87ωH), correlated with fast
internal motions such as bond vector variations. In
Fig. 5, the J(0) frequency plot indicates increased
slow movements for the second and third domains,
while the N-terminal domain shows an increase in
fast motions with respect to the other domains. The
values for J(0.87ωH), which indicate internal move-
ments in the subnanosecond timescale, are very
similar for the three domains, confirming their well-
folded character. The plot of J(ωN) shows the largest
difference between the N-terminal domain and the
central and C-terminal domains, and shows that it



Fig. 4. Relaxation parameters versus the residue number. Top to bottom: R1, R2, and heteronuclear 1H–15N NOE
derived from data collected at 600 and 800 MHz, plotted against the residue number. Residues for which no result is
shown correspond either to prolines or to missing/overlapped cross-peaks that could not be analyzed quantitatively.
Domain limits are shown by dashed boxes around the sequence representation. Error bars are smaller than the point
marker and are not visible for some points.
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moves independently of the other two. Apparent
rotational correlation times can be calculated for the
different regions of the molecule, according to the
formula:30

sm = x−1
N

J 0ð Þ− J xNð Þ
J xNð Þ

� �1= 2

where ωN is the Larmor frequency for 15N in the
magnetic field used. With application of the formula
to individual residues, two distinct regions can be
seen in SBDS: the N-terminal domain, with residues
15–95 presenting apparent rotational correlation
times of 13.7±1.4 ns at 600 MHz and 13.5±1.9 at
800 MHz; and the central and C-terminal domains,
with residues 107–242 presenting apparent rotation-
al correlation times of 19.0±3.9 ns at 600 MHz and
18.5±3.8 ns at 800MHz. The first 10 residues and the
last 8 residues of SBDS show decreased apparent
rotational correlation times, as is normally the case
with the N-terminus and the C-terminus of proteins.
The larger standard deviation for the apparent

rotational correlation times for the central and C-
terminal domains is probably due to anisotropic



Fig. 5. Plots of reduced spectral density mapping data for human SBDS at 600 and 800 MHz. Domain limits are shown
by dashed boxes around the sequence representation. Error bars are smaller than the point marker and are not visible for
some points.
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movements. Behaving as a single unit, the central
and C-terminal domains form an elongated struc-
ture, which will tumble anisotropically in the
magnetic field, leading to different apparent rota-
tional correlation times, depending on the average
orientation of each NH bond vector in the magnetic
field. The N-terminal domain, on the other hand,
forms a compact, virtually globular structure,
changing orientation independently of the rest of
the molecule in a more isotropic way.
Characterization of SBDS–RNA interaction

In order to selectively monitor SBDS during the
formation of the protein–RNA complex, we used
uniformly 15N-labeled SBDS and recorded two-
dimensional 15N HSQC spectra of the protein before
and after the progressive addition of small aliquots
of unlabeled RNA to the NMR tube containing a
constant amount of protein. Different characteristic
behaviors of the human SBDS N–H cross-peaks
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could be identified in the course of the titration.
Figure 6a shows the full spectra; in Fig. 6b, we
highlight a portion of the 15N HSQC spectra of
RNA/SBDS mixtures at four different points
through the titration corresponding to molar ratios
of 0:1, 0.25:1, 0.5:1, and 2:1. This region can be used
to illustrate the various types of behavior identified.
When the protein interacts with a ligand, there are
changes in chemical shifts for backbone residues,
indicating modifications in the chemical environ-
ment. The shift changes can be grouped into three
regimes: fast, intermediate, and slow, depending on
the relationship between the chemical shift differ-
ence and the rate of exchange between the free state
and the bound state. If the exchange rate is higher
than the chemical shift difference, a single peak
appears at a position between the chemical shift of
the free form and the chemical shift of the bound
form. If the exchange rate is lower than the chemical
shift difference, two peaks are observed (for the free
state and the bound state). When the exchange rate is
comparable with the chemical shift difference (the
intermediate case), the peaks become broadened and
may be unobservable.25 In the SBDS–RNA complex
spectra, all the resonances that change significantly
are in intermediate-to-fast exchange rates. There is
an overall broadening of cross-peaks with increasing
amounts of RNA concentration, but some residues
show a more pronounced broadening and a con-
comitant intensity decrease (e.g., residue Ile72 in
Fig. 6d), and a few cross-peaks undergo changes in
chemical shift (e.g., residue Arg26 in Fig. 6e). Most
cross-peaks are essentially unperturbed even at the
highest RNA concentrations, as shown in Fig. 6a.
This behavior is consistent with binding reactions in
which interconversion between the RNA-bound
form and the free form of the protein occurs in the
intermediate-to-fast NMR exchange regime, ranging
from microseconds to milliseconds.31 The experi-
mentswithDNA showed no significant perturbation
of the resonances upon titration, and the titration
with RNA-polyA(10) and RNA-polyA(15) (data not
shown) showed perturbations in chemical shift
frequencies for residues in the same region as for
the RNA with mixed nucleotide sequence, but no
line broadening was observed, an indication of a
weaker interaction. The titration experiments offered
an estimative for the dissociation constant Kd,
suggesting that it is lower in the nonrepetitive
sequence than in the case of RNA-polyA, indicating
a higher affinity.

Amino acid residues of human SBDS involved in
RNA interaction and structural mapping of the
RNA binding site

Amino acids that experience changes in their
chemical environment upon RNA titration are
identified by an analysis of relative changes in
cross-peak intensities and frequencies for all the
backbone amide NH signals between the spectrum
of SBDS on its own and the spectrum of the SBDS/
RNA mixture as shown in the histograms presented
in Fig. 6. RNA-induced chemical shift changes were
measured for all cross-peaks in the SBDS 15N HSQC
spectrum recorded with an RNA/SBDS molar ratio
of 2:1. These values are given in histogram form in
Fig. 6e, which combines the changes in 1H and 15N
chemical shifts (in ppm) into the length of the vector
joining the positions in the 0:1 and 2:1 RNA/SBDS
spectra, with the 15N values scaled by a factor of
10 to account for the difference in gyromagnetic
ratios.25,32,33 A small number of cross-peaks showed
increased chemical shift changes when compared
with the remaining residues, and the broken line in
Fig. 6e indicates the 0.02-ppm threshold. This group
includes Lys21, Arg26, Asn59, Gly63, Val93, and
Val95.
Changes in peak intensities for all amino acids

could be observed throughout a complete titration
series, but the largest discrimination between
specific and more global changes was observed at
low RNA/SBDS molar ratios (0.25:1 RNA/SBDS).
The histogram in Fig. 6d shows that all peaks that
are more profoundly affected by the presence of
20-mer RNA correspond to residues located in the
N-terminal domain of the protein: Ile29, Gln52,
Phe57, Val58, Asn59, Ile72, and Ile83.
Mapping the perturbation results of the major

cross-peak broadening and chemical shift changes
observed in the titration with RNA onto the three-
dimensional structure of SBDS (Fig. 6c) reveals that
the most strongly perturbed residues are centered
on the surface of the β-sheet formed by the two
SHHP motifs on the N-terminal domain of SBDS.
These results suggest that RNA makes its major
contact with this region. It should be noted that
NMRmapping implicates not only the surface of the
actual contact site because secondary effects will
also be observed. The broadening of amide reso-
nances of hydrophobic residues suggests that
internal contacts may be disturbed by the interaction
with RNA, as it was already described for RNA–
RRM domain interactions studied by NMR.34 The
electrostatic surface model of human SBDS (Fig. 7,
upper panel, left) shows a large patch of positively
charged residues overlapping the region containing
the amino acid residues whose cross-peaks showed
large (N0.02 ppm) chemical shift changes. A
prediction of RNA binding residues using the Web
server RNABindR35 indicates some of the residues
in this region (Arg22, Lys25, and Arg26) as potential
RNA binding sites and does not predict any residues
in the central or C-terminal domain. Taken together,
these data provide strong evidence that SBDS
interaction with RNA takes place via the N-terminal
domain.
The electrostatic surface of the HsSBDS, AfSBDS,

and mthSBDS models shown in Fig. 7, calculated
and plotted with MOLMOL,36 reveals differences in
the distribution of basic residues, and the patch of
positively charged residues is present in human
SBDS in the region showing that interaction with
RNA is absent in the AfSBDS and mthSBDS
structures. The surface of the C-terminal region of
human SBDS shows a large acidic patch. This may
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be a site for protein–protein interaction even though
it has an RRM-like fold. In contrast, the surfaces of
AfSBDS and mthSBDS show an acidic patch on the
N-terminal region.
Further evidence of a direct interaction of

HsSBDS with RNA was obtained by performing
electrophoretic mobility shift assays in which
Fig. 6 (legend
purified protein was incubated with 32P-labeled
RNA oligonucleotides, and complexes were sepa-
rated on native polyacrylamide gels. The results
show that HsSBDS binds RNA in vitro, with a
higher affinity for polyAU RNA than for polyA
RNA (Fig. 8). In these assays, HsSBDS was able to
bind [32P]polyrAU, which was competed off by the
on next page)



Fig. 7. Electrostatic surfaces of human SBDS, AfSBDS, and mthSBDS shown from blue (positive) to red (negative).
Figures were generated using MOLMOL.
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addition of cold polyrAU, but not by the addition
of cold polyA.
Discussion

Overall structure and domain dynamics

Evidence of the modular nature of the SBDS
protein family was first suggested from the A.
Fig. 6. Changes in the NMR spectra of SBDS upon RNA bi
spectra of free SBDS (black) superimposed on a series of spect
green, and pink represent spectra with RNA/SBDS ratios of 0.
structure of human SBDS, highlighting amino acid residues invo
peak broadening effects are shown in red; residues with RNA-i
blue. The drawing was made with the program PyMOL. Most o
β-sheet portion of the FYSH motif in the N-terminal domain o
individual backbone amide resonances of SBDS upon addition
0.25:1. The position of each amino acid in the primary sequence o
relative peak intensity change (V−V0)/V0 of each assigned cros
intensity measured in the presence of a given amount of RNA
Blank slots correspond to residues for which the peak intensity c
(i.e., for Pro residue and missing cross-peaks). (e) The graph sho
spectra of the protein and the 2:1 RNA/protein mixture, with
according to the equationΔδ(15N+1H)=[(Δδ15N/10)2+(Δδ1H)2
fulgidus SBDS crystal structure.20 The three-domain
architecture observed for archaeal and human SBDS
orthologs can be extended to the remaining ortho-
logs of the short variant group found in Archaea,
animals, and fungi, which possesses SBDS proteins
of approximately 250 amino acid residues.8 The
C-terminal extension found in the SBDS of plants
and protists corresponds to a fourth domain that
may be responsible for additional protein–RNA
contacts.8,9 Differently from the well-folded three-
domain arrangement of the ∼250-residue portion,
nding. (a) Full spectra and (b) section of the 1H–15N HSQC
ra of the protein bound to 20-mer RNA. The peaks in red,
25:1; 0.5:1, and 2:1, respectively. (c) Ribbon diagram of the
lved in interactionwith RNA. Residues that exhibited cross-
nduced changes in cross-peak chemical shifts are shown in
f the residues undergoing changes can be mapped onto the
f SBDS. (d) Plot of fractional changes in peak intensities for
of 20-mer RNA, with an RNA/SBDS stoichiometric ratio of
f SBDS is indicated in the abscissa; the ordinate presents the
s-peak caused by the addition of RNA, where V is the peak
and V0 is the peak intensity measured in the free protein.
ould not be determined because of the absence of their signal
ws the scaled chemical shift differences between the HSQC
the most affected residues labeled. Scaling was performed
]1/2,25 and the broken line indicates the 0.02-ppm threshold.



Fig. 8. Analysis of HsSBDS interaction with RNA oligonucleotides in vitro. Electrophoretic mobility shift assays with
different radiolabeled RNA probes incubated with the indicated amounts of purified HsSBDS (100, 200, or 400 pmol).
Protein was incubated with 0.4 pmol of either 32P-labeled 14-mer polyrA or 21-mer polyrAU RNA oligonucleotides at
37 °C for 30 min. Competition was performed by adding unlabeled RNA oligonucleotides to the reaction. RNA/protein
complexes were fractionated on 8% native polyacrylamide gels and visualized by phosphor imaging. (1) [32P]PolyrA
alone; (2–4) increasing amounts of HsSBDS incubated with [32P]polyrA; (5–7) HsSBDS incubated with [32P]polyrA and
increasing amounts of cold polyrA; (8) [32P]polyrAU alone; (9–11) increasing amounts of HsSBDS incubated with [32P]
polyrAU; (12–14) HsSBDS incubated with [32P]polyrAU and increasing amounts of cold polyrAU. Bands corresponding
to free RNA and RNA bound to HsSBDS are indicated on the right-hand side.
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evidence from experimental analyses performed
with the T. cruzi ortholog9 and from theoretical
predictions indicates that the C-terminal extension
of the longer SBDS orthologs behaves as an
intrinsically disordered protein domain. The modu-
lar nature of SBDS was supported by evidence from
genetic complementation assays of a Δsdo1 strain.
These assays have shown that, except for the closely
related Schizosaccharomyces pombe ortholog, full-
length SBDS proteins function in a species-specific
manner,8 although the N-terminal domain of Sdo1p
can be exchanged with the equivalent domain of
several eukaryotic species (Homo sapiens, Caenorhab-
ditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, Arabidopsis
thaliana, and Leishmania major). The results described
by Boocock et al. have also led to the conclusions that
the central domain confers species specificity and
that the C-terminal domain can be dispensable to
complement this particular yeast strain.8
The major difference between the human SBDS

structure and the AfSBDS structure involves the
flexibility of the connecting loops, especially the 11-
residue loop connecting the N-terminal domain and
the central domain. In the solution structure of
human SBDS, the geometry of this loop is largely
undefined, whereas the geometry described for the
X-ray crystal structure of AfSBDS might represent a
conformer favored by crystal packing. The inter-
domain flexibility shownby theNMRdata presented
here and in the recently published archaeal protein
mthSBDS (PDB code 2WBM) suggests that structural
flexibility may be essential for the conformational
adjustments of a modular protein that interacts
simultaneously with different targets. Yeast and
human SBDS proteins are indeed part of complexes
containing proteins and RNA components of ribo-
somes and factors involved in biogenesis.13–15 Direct
protein–protein interaction has been demonstrated
for yeast Sdo1p and Nip7p.14 SBDS interacts also
with RNA; therefore, we have to consider also the
possibility that it plays the role of an adaptor
mediating interaction between proteins and RNAs.
Among the protein interactions identified so far that
are common to human and yeast SBDS orthologs,
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there are RPL3,Nip7p, and the RNAhelicase Prp43p,
and its human ortholog DDX21.13,15,19

Linker loop flexibility is a common feature found
in modular proteins, especially in those involved in
nucleic acid binding. For instance, sex-lethal and
PABP proteins bind to single-stranded RNA using
two RNA binding domains separated by a short
10-amino-acid to 12-amino-acid linker,37,38 and
hnRNPA1 binds to single-stranded DNA or RNA
using two domains separated by a 17-amino-acid
linker.39 Nucleolin interacts with a stem loop located
at the 5′ external transcribed sequence of the
mammalian pre-rRNA using two domains of the
RRM type connected by a short four-residue linker.40

Similarly to human SBDS, the RNAbinding domains
of nucleolin show essentially the same tertiary
structure both in the free protein and in complex
with RNA, while the linker in nucleolin, which is
flexible in the free protein, assumes an ordered and
more stable conformation upon interaction with the
RNA stem loop.40 In the case of the polypyrimidine
tract binding protein 1, which contains four RRM-
type domains separated by three long linkers of 51,
91, and 23 residues, respectively, although the
structures of individual domains are highly similar
in both the free form and the RNA-bound form,41

RRM domains 3 and 4 connected by the long flexible
linker tumble independently in solution, having no
fixed relative orientation.42

RNA interaction analysis

The C-terminal domain of human SBDS displays a
ferredoxin-like fold typical of RRM motifs, which
has earlier led to the hypothesis that it would be the
domain mediating SBDS interaction with RNA.20,22

However, no residue in the C-terminal domain
shows significant chemical shift changes in the
presence of RNA. This indicates that the C-terminal
domain shows an extremely low affinity for RNA,
and it may play a function in protein interaction.
Different RRM domains interact with RNAs with
different affinities41 and, more importantly, RRM2
of the human polypyrimidine tract binding protein 1
has been implicated in protein–protein interaction.43

Similarly, the human PACT protein is formed by
three RRM domains, with RRM1 showing high
RNA andwith RRM2 showing intermediate binding
affinities, whereas RRM3 does not interact with
RNA but mediates protein–protein interaction.44,45

Therefore, it is possible that the C-terminal domain
of human SBDS might not be directly involved in
RNA interaction.
The finding that the C-terminus is dispensable for

the complementation of a yeast Δsdo1 strain8

indicated that, if RNA interaction is essential for
SBDS function, it should take place by a different
domain. Indeed, the solution NMR analyses per-
formed in this study identified chemical shift
changes mainly in residues located at the N-terminal
domain upon incubation of SBDS with RNA, and no
residue in the C-terminal domain shows significant
changes in the presence of RNA. Interestingly, our
findings confirm with high accuracy a previous
statement by Wessels et al., who, based on the
crystallographic and NMR structures of AfSBDS
and yeast Yhr087w, respectively, proposed that the
cleft between the two SHHP motifs in the N-
terminal domain was the site for interaction with
ribonucleoprotein complexes.23

The pattern of chemical shift changes in the N-
terminal domain residues identified by RNA titra-
tion is consistent with electrostatic surface analysis,
which revealed a patch of positively charged
residues in the same region. Taken together, these
results indicate that SBDS–RNA interaction may be
favored, at least in part, by electrostatic interactions
between positively charged residues on SBDS and
negatively charged phosphates of the RNA back-
bone. Regarding stacking interactions that usually
involve phenylalanine and tyrosine residues, it is not
clear whether they can take place because NMR
mapping implicates not only the surface of the actual
contact site. The broadening of amide resonances of
hydrophobic residues (Ile29, Gln52, Phe57, Val58,
Asn59, Ile72, and Ile83) may be better interpreted as
internal contacts that are disturbed by the interaction
with RNA, as it was already described for RNA–
RRM domain interactions studied by NMR.34

The yeast protein Yhr087w, homologous to the
N-terminal region of SBDS, has been proposed to
play a role in protein–protein interaction.20,22 On the
other hand, the N-terminal region of the T. cruzi
ortholog TcSBDS9 did not interact with RNA in
electrophoresis mobility shift assays. Instead,
TcSBDS–RNA interaction is mediated by the extra
200 residues in the unstructured C-terminal
domain,9 suggesting that these proteins evolved to
assume slightly different functions while conserving
the same overall fold and high sequence similarity.
Possibly, the U1-type zinc finger domain found in
plants and the intrinsically disordered RNA-binding
C-terminus of Trypanosomatidae SBDS9 mediate
additional contacts with RNA, although the possi-
bility that SBDS might play additional functions in
RNA metabolism in these organisms cannot be
ruled out yet based only on the set of information
available to date.
Recent data published on the yeast ortholog of

SBDS Sdo1p show that although it does not require
any specific RNA sequence for binding, it has a
higher affinity for longer polyA and polyAU RNAs
in electrophoresis mobility shift assays.14 Similar
results were observed for the P. abyssi ortholog (J. S.
Luz and C.C.O., personal communication). These
results are corroborated by recently published data
on archaeal mthSBDS that show no sequence
specificity for binding.21 Interestingly, no difference
could be detected in our initial experiments com-
paring 10-residue versus 15-residue oligoadenylate
sequences for interaction with the human protein by
NMR. However, in vitro RNA binding assays shown
here (Fig. 8) indicate that, similarly to yeast and
archaeal orthologs, HsSBDS has a higher affinity for
AU-rich RNA sequences. The actual RNA target
sequence of human SBDS is not known, but the data
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presented in this work show that it has a higher
affinity for the RNA with a mixed nucleotide
sequence than for the corresponding single-stranded
DNA sequence and for the homopolymer RNA
polyA. The residues perturbed are in the same
region for both RNA sequences. Line broadening
caused by the intermediate exchange regime is not
sufficient for a precise calculation of the affinity
constant for RNA, but it was possible to see an
increase in binding strength for the nonrepetitive
RNA sequence. The line broadening also hampered
further dynamics and orientation studies with the
protein–RNA complex aimed at mapping changes
in domains, movements, and relative orientations.

Mutations in human SBDS and implication on
RNA interaction

Most of the disease-related mutations in human
SBDS46 localize to the N-terminal domain and are in
close proximity to the RNA binding region. The
majority of the reported mutations occur in charged
residues of the domain, which could perturb the
RNA interaction by changing the basic character of
the surface patch, as is the case for R19Q, K33E, and
K67E. Other reported mutations, such as the L71P
mutation, which causes loss of protein expression
and is located next to a residue perturbed by RNA
interaction (Ile72), could destabilize the structure.
Based on the results shown here, except for the
mutations that create premature stop codons, SDS
could also be caused by mutations that alter SBDS
interaction with RNA. We are starting an effort to
map and compare the RNA interaction properties of
other members of this protein family in order to gain
insights into its function.
Materials and Methods

Sample preparation

SBDS cDNA was amplified by PCR from a human fetal
brain cDNA library using the primers ONZ299 (5′ GGG
CAT ATG TCG ATC TTC ACC CCC ACC 3′) and
ONZ301 (5′ GGG GGA TCC TCA TTC AAA TTT CTC
ATC TCC 3′) and inserted into the NdeI-BamHI restriction
sites of plasmid pET-TEV47 to generate pET-SBDS. This
plasmid includes an N-terminal His tag, followed by a
TEV protease cleavage site. pET-SBDS was transformed
into BL21(DE3)slyD− Escherichia coli expression cells and
grown at 37 °C in M9 minimal medium supplemented
with 50 μg/mL kanamycin, 4 g/L [13C]glucose, and 1 g/L
[15N]ammonium chloride. Expression was induced at an
OD600 of 0.8–1.0 for 4 h by adding IPTG to a final
concentration of 0.5 mM. Triply labeled (15N, 13C, and 2H)
SBDS was prepared as described by Li et al., with 12 h of
induction at 30 °C.48 The cells were harvested by
centrifugation at 5000g for 10 min and suspended in
buffer A [50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.2), 500 mMNaCl, 10 mM
β-mercaptoethanol, and 1 mM PMSF]. After lysozyme
treatment (50 mg/mL for 30 min on ice) and sonication,
the total extract was subjected to streptomycin sulfate
precipitation (2% wt/vol) for 1 h at 4 °C, with agitation.
The supernatant fraction was isolated by centrifugation
(23,000g) for 30 min at 4 °C, and the His–SBDS protein was
purified by metal-chelating affinity chromatography on a
HiTrap Chelating HP column (GE Healthcare). The
adsorbed protein was eluted with a 75-mL gradient of
0–50% buffer B (buffer A+300 mM imidazole), followed
by a 25-mL gradient of 50–100% buffer B. The histidine tag
was removed by digestion with 15% wt/wt TEV protease
at 25 °C for 24 h in buffer C [50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0),
0.05 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 1 mM 1,4-
dithiothreitol (DTT), and 50 mM NaCl]. Two linker
residues were left at the N-terminus after the cleavage.
The cleaved SBDS protein was purified further on a
HiTrap Heparin HP column (GE Healthcare) with buffer
D as binding buffer [50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.2), 20 mM
NaCl, and 1 mM DTT] and eluted with a 0–100% gradient
of buffer D containing 1 M NaCl in 100 mL. Fractions
containing pure SBDS were pooled and concentrated to
0.35 mM in a buffer containing 20 mM sodium phosphate
(pH 7.2), 50 mM NaCl, and 1 mM DTT. SDS-PAGE,
circular dichroism, and dynamic light scattering reassured
protein purity and identity, and protein identity was
confirmed by mass spectrometry, with a sequence
coverage of 46% (data not shown).

NMR spectroscopy

NMR experiments for structure determination were
performed at 293 K using a Varian Inova 600-MHz
spectrometer equipped with a cryogenic probe and a
Bruker Avance III 800-MHz spectrometer (at the Univer-
sity of East Anglia). The following experiments were
recorded at 600 MHz: 15N HSQC; 15N-edited NOE
spectroscopy (NOESY) (80 ms of mixing time, chosen
after a build-up curve with other mixing time values); 15N-
edited total correlated spectroscopy (TOCSY); HNCA; HN
(CO)CA; HNCACB; CBCA(CO)NH; HNCO; HN(CA)CO;
HCCH-COSY; HCCH-TOCSY; CCH-TOCSY; 13C HSQC;
15C-edited NOESY (80 ms of mixing time); and HBHA
(CO)NH.24,49–51 Triply labeled (15N, 13C, and 2H) SBDS
was used to record the experiments HNCACB50 and HN
(CO)CACB52 at 800 MHz. Dynamics experiments were
conducted at both 600 and 800 MHz. NMR data were
processed using the NMRPipe software53 and analyzed
using NMR View.54

Structure calculation

The structure of SBDS protein was calculated in a semi-
automated iterative manner with the program CYANA
version 2.1,55 using 100 starting conformers. CYANA 2.1
protocol was applied to calibrate and assign NOE cross-
peaks. After the first few rounds of automatic calculations,
the NOESY spectra were analyzed again to identify
additional cross-peaks consistent with the structural
model and to correct misidentified NOEs. Slowly ex-
changing amides were identified by lyophilizing the
protein from water and then dissolving it in 100% 2H2O;
hydrogen-bond donors were identified by the presence of
an amide peak in the 15N HSQC recorded after 2 h 30 min.
Hydrogen-bonding constraints were then added to the
structure calculation protocol. The structures obtained
were further refined by restrained minimization and
molecular dynamics studies using CNS.56 The 20 struc-
tures with the lowest target function were selected to
represent the ensemble of SBDS structures. The quality of
the structures was analyzed with PROCHECK-NMR,57

and structural statistics are presented in Table 1.
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Relaxation measurements

For backbone amide relaxation measurements, 15N T1,
15N T2, and heteronuclear NOE experiments were
recorded in 600-MHz and 800-MHz spectrometers. T1
relaxation delays were set to 10, 210, 410, 610, 810, 1010,
1210, 1410, 1710, 2010, and 2410 ms at 600 MHz, and to 20,
200, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 6000 ms at
800 MHz. T2 relaxation delays were set to 10, 30, 50, 70, 90,
110, 130, 150, 170, 190, and 210 ms at 600 MHz, and to 17,
34, 68, 102, 136, 170, and 204 ms at 800 MHz. In all the
experiments performed at 600 MHz, a relaxation delay of
3 s was used, while a relaxation delay of 8 s was used at
800 MHz. For heteronuclear NOE measurements per-
formed at 600 MHz, a pair of spectra was recorded with
and without proton saturation. Spectra recorded with
proton saturation utilized a 5-s recycle delay, followed by
a 15-s period of saturation, while spectra recorded in the
absence of saturation employed a recycle delay of 15 s. For
heteronuclear NOE measurements at 800 MHz, spectra
with and without proton saturation were acquired in an
interleaved manner, and the recycle or saturation delay
was 8 s. In both cases, peak volumes were fitted to a
single-exponential decay function using the program
NMR View.
NMR titration

Since little is known about SBDS specificity for RNA
sequences, we used a 20-mer oligoribonucleotide test
sequence (RNA=5′-UAA UAC GAC UCA CUA UAG
GG-3′). A corresponding 20-mer single-stranded oligo-
deoxyribonucleotide (DNA=5′-TAA TACGACTCACTA
TAG GG-3′) was used as control. For practical conve-
nience, we used the sequence of the promoter of the T7
bacteriophage RNA polymerase for the oligonucleotides.
Oligoribonucleotides composed of adenine base only with
10 (RNA-polyA(10)) and 15 (RNA-polyA(15)) residues were
also used as controls. Synthetic oligonucleotides were
purchased from IDT-Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.
The titrations with RNA or DNA oligonucleotides were
followed by the recording of the two-dimensional 15N
HSQC spectra of [15N]SBDS protein. Titrations were
performed by direct addition of small aliquots (1–
16.3 μL) of the 20-mer oligonucleotide (15 mM) to the
NMR tube containing 350 μL of [15N]SBDS (0.35 mM) to
obtain titration points of oligonucleotide/SBDS at ratios of
0:1, 0.25:1, 0.5:1, 1:1, and 2:1. Throughout all NMR
experiments, the temperature was maintained at 293 K.
Binding of oligonucleotides was characterized by changes
in protein 15NHSQC signals, intensities, and chemical shift
values as a function of the concentration of unlabeled
nucleic acid.
RNA binding assay

RNA binding assays were carried out with 0.4 pmol
of 32P 5′-labeled 14-mer polyrA and 21-mer polyrAU
(5′-UUAUUAUUUAUUUAUUAUUUA-3′) oligoribonu-
cleotides (IDT-Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.). The
assays were performed in 20 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0),
150 mMKOAc, 5 mMMg(OAc)2, 0.2% Triton X-100, 1 mM
DTT, 1 mM PMSF, and 0.8 U of RNasin. Different amounts
of protein were incubated with the substrate RNA in 20 μl
at 37 °C for 30 min. The samples were resolved on 8%
native polyacrylamide gels and visualized on a Phosphor-
Imager (Molecular Dynamics).
Accession codes

The coordinates have been deposited at the PDB under
accession code 2KDO, and experimental data have been
deposited at the Biological Magnetic Resonance Data Bank
under accession number 16119.
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